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Agenda

- General Improvements
  - Pedestrian / Bicycle
  - Transit
  - Parking
- Specific Improvements
  - Health Sciences Campus
  - Main Campus
General Improvements
- Pedestrian / Bicycle
  - Complete Street
  - New connection
  - Greenway connection

- Transit
  - Potential circulator
  - City Transit
  - Major ECU Transit
  - Minor ECU Transit

- Parking
  - Parking removed
  - New road
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Specific Improvements
• Pedestrian / Bicycle
  - Improved connection

• Transit
  - Potential circulator

• Parking
  - Parking removed
  - Parking added
• Roadway

• Transit

Scenario 1 – Live Within Your Means
- Pedestrian / Bicycle
- Transit
- Parking

Scenario 2 – Moye Village

Potential circulator
Parking added
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Potential circulator
- Roadway
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Scenario 3 – Partner with PCMH

Potential circulator
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• Pedestrian / Bicycle
• Transit
• Parking

Scenario 4 – Institution Zone Density
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Scenario 1 – Go North

- Pedestrian / Bicycle
- Transit
- Parking

- Pedestrian route from residence hall
- Pedestrian route from academic
- City Transit
- Major ECU Transit
- Minor ECU Transit
- Additional service
- Parking removed
- Structured parking added
- Visitor parking
- Visitor parking
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Scenario 2 – Campus Density

- **Pedestrian / Bicycle**
  - Pedestrian route from residence hall

- **Transit**
  - City Transit
  - Major ECU Transit
  - Minor ECU Transit
  - Additional service

- **Parking**
  - Parking removed
  - Structured parking added
  - Visitor parking

Visitors parking added to parking lot on student housing side of campus.

Pedestrian routes are optimized.

Visitor parking is added to parking lot on student housing side of campus.

Pedestrian routes are optimized.
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- Parking
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**Scenario 3 – Go West**

- Visitor parking
- Structured parking added
- Pedestrian route from academic
- Pedestrian route from residence hall